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Futanari Transformation
'Even driving through country back roads, you never now when the Futa-Totem will suddenly come in handy!' Shelly fully expected a long and boring drive on a trip to go visit her family. But
nearly running over sexy Zoey presents a sensual opportunity she does not intend to pass up. Especially with a Futa-Totem in her luggage. Once it is gently eased into a special place, the
women's little roadside encounter becomes a magnificent and trans-formative event! Futa on female. For adults only. erotica, erotic romance, supernatural erotica, science fiction erotica,
futanari erotica, futanari, gender transformation
Female to Futa Transformation! Futanari on Female! Male to Female Transformation Erotica! Millie was just minding her own business when she, her best friend Cora, and Cora's boyfriend Dave
witness a strange meteor land nearby. Two of them touch the mysterious green rock and experience some gender-bending transformations that change their lives forever! A fun 7000 word story
about female to fua AND male to female gender transformation. Like a lot of my stories, the sizes are a little crazy! Enjoy!
Futanari erotica! Futa on Female! Female to Futa transformation! Brilliant scientist Sheila Bennet is on the verge of a medical breakthrough! A new genetic therapy promises to do for women
what the "little blue pill" has long done for men. Eager to test her discovery, she takes a dose herself, only to find that the side effects are much more dramatic than she could have
anticipated! Luckily, her pretty young assistant is there to help her cope with all the new changes to her body and her sexuality! A torrid story of extreme sexual transformation with an
emphasis on woman to woman love and sex, with a transgender twist! The books in this series feature endowments of incredible, and indeed fantastic rather than realistic size.
This magically trans-formative collection brings together four sexy Futanari stories from the Futa-Totem series. Included are: Freaky Futa:Sonia's reading habits make a dramatic change when
she meets the new, and very sexy, librarian. Once alone together in a back room, Sonia gives their encounter a little extra spice: the Futa-Totem. Once it is eased into a special place, the
enjoyable festivities then take on a magical trans-formation! Futa Rama: Shelly fully expected a long and boring drive on a trip to go visit her family. But nearly running over sexy Zoey
presents a sensual opportunity she does not intend to pass up. Especially with a Futa-Totem in her luggage. Once it is gently eased into a special place, the women's little roadside
encounter becomes a magnificent and trans-formative event! Have Futa, Will Travel: Brandi loves to explore new places, new things, and especially, new experiences. When she lands in
Thailand, she knows finding a girl immediately will begin her trip just right. And once the Futa-Totem she has is eased into a special place, a magical transformation gets the real fun
started. Her Big Surprise: Marla broke up with her long time girlfriend and just wanted to start fresh again. Immediately! So when a delivery woman shows up at her door, Marla not only has
a wonderful idea, but a magic Futa-Totem to go with it. Once the totem is eased into a certain place it makes this trans-formative experience even more special for the both of them! Futa on
Female. For adults only. collection, bundle, gender transformation, transgender, lesbian erotic romance, lesbian fiction, lesbian, futanari erotica, futanari, erotica
Danny Jamison wanted to get away from his home life by going to a small college as a way to get away from his horrible home life. He wasn't expecting the local Sorority and Frat house to be
so embedded into the culture of the small town, but decided to join the community. Danny didn't know that his choices would lead him into a sorority house that would only make his life even
more confusing. What choices will Danny make in order to protect his goals and dreams, and how will he prevent himself from growing lost in the sexual array of young sorority sisters in
this small town? Warning: Contains extreme Adult Content, Language, and Futanari Transformation themes throughout.
Blue Futanari
Her Big Surprise
The Story of a Futa Girl (Short Erotic Stories) Pt. 2
Futa Fun 3: Mysterious Meteor
The Untold Story of Sarah
My Futa Nymph Lover (Series Bundle)
Rika is having boy troubles. To make matters worse, her roommate seems intent on moving in on the guy who she just broke up with! She’s got to find a way to relax and a little Japanese tea shop seems like it could be just the thing. The surprising and remarkable brew that she receives does more than
just relax her however. Rika wakes up with a lot more than she went to sleep with! Her pleasurable new organ is pulling her towards a whole new life of erotic satisfaction. She begins to explore her body in ways she never dreamed of, with results that are too hot to handle. When her roommate discovers
the secret, things explode between them that have to be read to be believed! This story is intended for mature audiences. It contains graphic depictions of futa transformation, futanari on female sexual situations and lots of sticky, sweaty pleasure. All characters are at least 18 years of age and all sex is
consensual.
'An exotic location, with a sexy local girl, and armed with the Futa-Totem makes for the perfect trip!' Brandi loves to explore new places, new things, and especially new experiences. When she lands in Thailand, she knows finding a girl immediately will begin her trip just right. And once the Futa-Totem
she has is put in a special place, a magical transformation gets the real fun started. Futa on Female. For adults only. erotica, erotic romance, supernatural erotica, science fiction erotica, futanari erotica, futanari, gender transformation
TWELVE hot, sexy, sultry futa stories gathered in one massive bundle for your enjoyment!The naughty futas of the Aphrodite Sisterhood love nothing more than seducing hot women! Passion, lust, and throbbing surprises lurk beneath the futa's skirts. These twelve stories burn so hot, they'll melt your
eReader with futa desire! Kinky, hot futa sex fills these pages! You will not be disappointed as the futa witches use their naughty magic!These stories contain: futa-on-female, futa-on-futa, oral, anal, transformation, sexy stewardesses, sultry massages, menage, seduction, hot wives, cheating brides,
exhibitionism, voyeurism, and group fun! The naughty futas' stores are not for the faint at heart.This bundle contains the following stories:My First Futa Massage (Futanari Massage 1)My Futa Job Interview (Futanari Massage 2)My Futa Massage Training (Futanari Massage 3)My Futa Nuru Massage
(Futanari Massage 4)My Futa-Loving Girlfriend (Futanari Massage 5)My Futa Massage Parlor (Futanari Massage 6)My Roommate's Futa Lover (Futanari Coeds 1)Futa's Broken Heart (Futanari Coeds 2)Saving My Futa Lover (Futanari Coeds 3)The Blushing Bride (Flying the Futa Skies 1)The Futa MileHigh Club (Flying the Futa Skies 2)The Captain's Stick (Flying the Futa Skies 3)Twelve stories of the Aphrodite Sisterhood Universe!
Will’s girlfriend, Jess has been insatiably horny ever since their threesome with the were-hyena dickgirl, Amara and she begins to experience some unexpected changes. When she wakes up one morning with a big surprise between her legs, she is understandably shocked, but Will is more than eager to
help her test out her new equipment. Warning! This 3400~ word story contains explicit sex scenes including futanari/gender transformation themes. For mature audiences only. Note: This stand-alone story is number three in the Hyena Dickgirl series. See my other titles to read the other installments.
Female to Futa Transformation! Male to Female Transformation! Futa on Female erotica! The "Futa Fun" Series features cute, silly little stories of girls being transformed into sexy futanaris for fun and games with boys, girls, and other futas, and may include some male to female gender transformation
too, as this one does! Young, sexy Kelly discovers an ice cream shop with rather special flavors for offer. The pretty girl behind the counter helps her try them all, and sends her home with another formula just for Kelly's loving boyfriend, Clark.
Futa on Female
Hyena Dickgirl 3: My Girlfriend Grew a Dick (Futanari/ Shemale Erotica)
The Lady Protests Too Much:
Futanari Greatest Hits 7
The Aphrodite Sisterhood Universe Collection 2
Have Futa, Will Travel
'Who wants to read books at a library when there's a Futa-Totem to study?' Sonia's reading habits make a dramatic change when she meets the new, and very sexy, librarian. Once alone together in a back room, Sonia gives their encounter a little extra spice: the Futa-Totem. Once it is eased into a
special place, the enjoyable festivities then take on a magical trans-formation! Futa on female. For adults only. erotica, erotic romance, supernatural erotica, science fiction erotica, futanari erotica, futanari, gender transformation
TWELVE naughty, hot, and creamy futa stories gathered in one massive bundle for your enjoyment!The wicked futas of the Aphrodite Sisterhood love nothing more than seducing sultry women! Desire, rapture, and throbbing surprises lurk beneath the futa's skirts. These twelve stories burn so hot,
they'll melt your eReader with futa bliss! Sultry, wild futa passion fills these pages! You will not be disappointed as the futa witches use their hot magic!These stories contain: futa-on-female, futa-on-futa, gender-swap, oral, anal, transformation, hot wives, naughty cuckolding, public fun, taboo fun,
menage, seduction, magic, DP, creampie, exhibitionism, voyeurism, creamy treat, adult nursing, first time, supernatural, and group fun! The naughty futas' stories are not for the faint of heart.This bundle contains the following stories:Naughty Futa Video (Futa Vacation Passion 1)Futa's Naughty
Gift (Futa Vacation Passion 2)Gender-Swapped Bikini Hottie (Futa Vacation Passion 3)Futa Host's Naughty Plan (Rebranding the Futa Show 1)Futa Lawyer Consult (Rebranding the Futa Show 1)Futa Show Reluanched (Rebranding the Futa Show 1)Open House Surprise (Futa Realty Agent 1)New
Futa Clients (Futa Realty Agent 2)Naughty Open House Surprise (Futa Realty Agent 3)Futanari Confession (The HuCow Futa Church 1)Futanari Baptism (The HuCow Futa Church 2)Futanari Sacrament (The HuCow Futa Church 3)Twelve stories of the Aphrodite Sisterhood Universe!
Andy meets Katherine at a house party. He later discovers that she is a futa girl, but doesn t know that she is a real witch. When a drunken Andy disrespects her, she curses him, turning him into a futanari so that he may feel what it s like to walk in her shoes. The Futa Witch reveals to Andy
that the only way to break the curse is for him to erotically experience his futanari sexuality. He s desperate, but if Andy is to break the gender swap futa transformation curse that holds him captive, he must learn to embrace and explore new sensations. To his surprise, it ends up becoming a
very pleasurable lesson.
TWELVE hot, sexy, sultry futa stories gathered in one massive bundle for your enjoyment!The naughty futas of the Aphrodite Sisterhood love nothing more than seducing hot women! Passion, lust, and throbbing surprises lurk beneath the futa's skirts. These twelve stories burn so hot, they'll melt
your eReader with futa desire! Kinky, hot futa sex fills these pages! You will not be disappointed as the futa witches use their naughty magic!These stories contain: futa-on-female, futa-on-futa, oral, anal, transformation, cheerleaders, public sex, exhibitionism, BDSM, spanking, bondage, menage, and
group fun! The naughty futas' stores are not for the faint at heart.This bundle contains the following stories:Futa SurpriseFuta Hawaiian SurpriseFuta Subway SurpriseFuta Shakes Her Pompom (Futanari Cheerleaders 1)The Venus Squad (Futanari Cheerleaders 2)The Cheer Captain's Reward
(Futanari Cheerleaders 3)Futa Struts Her Stuff (Futanari Cheerleaders 4)Futa's Honeypot (Futanari Cheerleaders 5)The Futa's Cheer (Futanari Cheerleaders 6)Maid to Serve (My Futa Mistress 1)Maid to Tease (My Futa Mistress 2)Maid to Love (My Futa Mistress 3)Twelve stories of the Aphrodite
Sisterhood Universe!
Super sexy demon girl encounters ultra-hot futa knights on her quest to become a citizen of the Tovarian empire. Contains: hot futa on female fantasy action! Don't miss it!
Gender Swap Magic Shop
Femboy Trap
Numbed
She's the Man
Blue Futanari: Bundle 1
The Aphrodite Sisterhood Universe Collection 22

This 20,000 word partial gender transformation story features menages, mind control, female domination, humiliation, and domestic discipline. All characters are consenting adults over the age of 18.
Penni demands that Kevin, who is now Katie, take her to the amusement park. Penni is enjoying herself with her human lover and wants to make the best of it while it lasts. Kevin doesn’t want to be seen in public as a futanari, and is still coming to terms with his futa on male
gender transformation. Penni reminds him that he is futa girl Katie until their three days are up. At the amusement park, Katie is reluctant to open up and enjoy herself. Penni consoles her and cheers her up so that she too can have a good time. Katie and Penni end up having a
blast together before too long. And by the end of the night, Penni’s charms prove once again to be irresistible.
Blue FutanariTransformationGabrielle Prevot
'A sexy stranger at the door. An eagerness to try something new. A Futa surprise unleashed!' Marla broke up with her long time girlfriend and just wanted to start fresh again. Immediately! So when a delivery woman shows up at her door, Marla not only has a wonderful idea, but a
magic Futa-Totem to go with it. Once the totem is eased into a certain place it makes this trans-formative experience even more special for the both of them! Futa on female. For adults only. erotica, erotic romance, supernatural erotica, science fiction erotica, futanari erotica,
futanari, gender transformation
The stories in this bundle are as follows: Story 1 - A Male on Futa Encounter Story 2 - A Special Woman Story 3 - An Unforgettable Day Story 4 - Futa Clones Story 5 - Futa Dilemma Story 6 - Futa Partner Story 7 - Futa Witches Story 8 - My Best Year Story 9 - One in a Million
Story 10 - Samantha's Confession Story 11 - Specter Story 12 - Specter 2 Story 13 - The Billionaire Futagirl Story 14 - The Gorgeous Futa Story 15 - The Immortal Shifter Story 16 - The Regeneration Incident Story 17 - The Shemale Society Story 18 - The Transgender Spell Story
19 - The Transgender Spell 2 Story 20 - The Transgender Spell 3 Story 21 - Transformation Story 22 - Transformation 2 These tales are graphic in nature and are intended for adults only. All characters depicted are 18 or older. Enjoy
Transformation
Curse of the Futa Witch
Desperate Futanari (Futa on Female Transformation Erotica)
Magic Futa Panties
Futa Fun 1: Magic Ice Cream
Futa Rama

A year ago, Kathryn's friend disappeared in the night. No one knew how, or why. Even so, life is safe and boring for Kathryn, apprenticed to her village's seamstress. She hopes she'll be swept off her feet by a rich and
handsome man, hopes that her life will explode into excitement, riches and happiness. Exactly a year after her friend disappeared, Kathryn's dream is fulfilled in a way she had never thought possible. New purpose is forced
upon her by Tamara, and in the shaping hands of this sculpted huntress, Kathryn becomes more than she had ever hoped to be. Solon's Maiden is an erotica short story that details the meeting of two people of different
races with entirely different ideas about how their lives should be. One is abducted by the other, and things quickly take a turn towards the carnal. This story contains 14000+ words of scorching, interracial fantasy erotica,
featuring an extremely well-endowed amazonian futanari elf and her reluctant, initially hesitant partner.
Kevin was turned into a futanari by his lover, Penni the futa nymph. When Penni wants to meet Kevin’s parents, he is nervous at the thought of being with them as a futa. Penni assures him that her magic makes it so that all
his parents’ memories are of him being their daughter, Katie. At the dinner table, Kevin is shocked at how his parents have no memory of him being a man. He is relieved of the stress and comfortably plays the part of Katie,
his parents’ lovely daughter. Later that evening, Katie and Penni return home and indulge their last night together as futa on futa lovers. Does Penni, the futa nymph, keep her promise to Katie and change her back into
Kevin?
Twenty year-old Darlene’s visit to the museum changes her in a way she never expected, electrifying her relationship with,David, her room-mate with benefits. But when Mona, their other roommate, discovers things take a
completely new and interesting turn! If you adore hot, steamy, totally freaky stories of dirty sex, you'll love The Story of a Futa Girl series! menage, gay sex, shemale erotica, gender transformation, Katie Ayres, futanari sex,
gay erotica, short sex stories, erotica shorts
Penni is a futa nymph with magical powers. She turns Kevin into a futanari as his punishment for peeping on her while she pleasured herself. She demands that he live as a futanari himself, and be her futa on futa lover for
three days before she changes him back into a man. This wild ride will be one Kevin never forgets. Book 1: His Futanari Surprise Kevin is caught peeping on Penni, a futa nymph, as she is pleasuring herself. For his
punishment, she changes him into a futanari and demands that he take her home with him and be her lover futa on futa lover for three days. If he can fulfill her demands, she’ll change him back into a man. Book 2: Futa on
Futa Love Affair Penni demands that Kevin, who is now Katie, take her to the amusement park. Kevin doesn’t want to be seen in public as a futanari, and is still coming to terms with his futa on male gender transformation.
Penni reminds him that he is futa girl Katie until their three days of being futa lovers are up. Book 3: Futanari Meets the Parents Kevin was turned into a futanari by his lover, Penni the futa nymph. With his sexy and
futalicious body, Penni parades him around in front of his parents. However, due to Penni’s magic, no one has a clue that he’s actually a man. To them, he’s always been their lovely daughter. Later that evening, Katie and
Penni return home and indulge their last night together as futa on futa lovers.
This fun collection of futa transformation stories throw men into the shoes of the opposite sex. And with such strong feminine urges, they either can’t keep their hands off themselves, or can’t resist the advances of lovers
who seek to ravage their nubile bodies. This collection includes: Acquired Tastes: Swapped and Popped by My Futanari BFF In Her Body: Turned into a Woman Who Craves Futa Meat Magic Futa Panties: Made Me a Sissy
Sub Get it now and enjoy this soaking wet ride!
Futanari Gender Transformation Bundle
Futanari Gender Transformation
The Story of a Futa Girl Pt. 3
Made Me a Sissy Sub
Turned into a Woman Who Craves Futa Meat
Ultimate Futanari Wrestling
With sales of Doctor Shiela Bennet's drug not quite being what they hoped, her young lab assistant-turned-lover Melinda Carter comes up with a naughty plan to promote their product. The saucy little redhead takes a trip to Vegas to meet
Lana Ladykiller, her favorite lesbian porn star. A continuation of the Futa World Series that features Mel taking not one, but two ENORMOUS futas at once! Enjoy!
Nineteen years ago, Evander Laun and Natalia Havashire went on the air throughout the world on almost every news channel simultaneously, to reveal to the human race that Elves walked among us. It is the most-watched historical event in
modern times. An aspiring investigative journalist, Killishia Renner, finds out with the rest of the world that she is an Elf unbeknownst to her, when she manifests Elvish physical traits on the air during the Tree Lighting ceremony in
Rockerfeller Center in New York. It challenges everything she thought she knew about herself and her family. Intern follows the hurdles she must overcome as she learns about being an Elf while facing the uncomfortable popularity of being
Elfed in New York.
Sarah was from a small town out west, and decided that she was fed up with being repressed. She felt that New York City could offer her so much more, seeing as how it was filled with culture and life. She had to hide her secret attractions
from the world, and it grew to difficult for her. With so many temptations in the Big Apple Sarah found herself drawn to explore her deepest sexual desires. When she met Michelle she didn't expect to find the woman of her dreams. She
planned to do anything to make Michelle hers, and that would mean going from one side of the world to the other. In this action packed steamy erotica fiction you are taken on a journey that you just can't seem to put down. From a crazed
Corporation trying to infect the human race with the Futanari Gene, to a young woman just trying to make sense of her life the roller coaster just can't seem to stop. Warning: Contains extreme Adult Content, Language, and Futanari
Transformation themes throughout.
Philip and Veronica have been best-friends for a long time. They tell each other almost everything. So, when Philip reveals to Veronica that he has a thing for futanari, she introduces him to Club Futa, a place she frequents herself. What
Philip doesn’t know is that Veronica has gender transformation serums provided by Club Futa, and she’s looking forward to making him a woman. After secretly ingesting the serums, she goes from female to futa, and Philip goes from male to
female. To Veronica’s delight, she’s able to have futa on female fun with a wanton Philip as he falls in love with having a woman’s body. [Author Disclosure]: As the creator of this story, I changed its title from "Women Love Futas, Too:
Swapped and Popped by My BFF" to "Acquired Tastes: Swapped and Popped by My Futanari BFF". Consequently, this story was previously published under the former title.
Gwen is an up-and-coming challenger in the futanari wrestling league. With an undefeated record, she’s been given the chance to fight the champion, Vanessa. This isn’t your normal wrestling league, though! Pinning your opponent means
nothing unless something sexual is being done at the same time. With a cocky attitude, Gwen believes there’s nothing to fear from the champion, but at the weigh-in, Gwen can’t stop staring at the bulge in Vanessa’s shorts… Will Gwen be
able to conquer her lust and claim victory over Vanessa, or will the champion reign supreme and put Gwen in her place—bent over, face down on the mat?
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Acquired Tastes
Futa on Futa Love Affair
The Aphrodite's Sisterhood Universe Collection 14
Futanari Transformation Erotica
Futa World 1: Origins

Rakish Lord Hartleigh discovers a baby on his doorstep. Because he hasn’t the least idea how to care for it, he turns to his neighbor’s housekeeper, the disapproving Mrs. Carissa Kane, for
assistance. The well-born Carissa, abandoned by her husband and her own family, has been forced along with her daughter to make her own way in the world. Regency Romance by Barbara Metzger;
originally published by Fawcett Crest
Josh and Erica have been flirting with one another lately, but he’s the one playing hard to get. Erica is a futalicious hottie, and although he’s attracted to her, he’s insecure about
sleeping with her given the futa prize between her thighs. Erica refuses to give up and implies that he wouldn’t feel so insecure about experiencing her futa’s prize if he were a woman.
Josh playfully agrees before shrugging it off to dismiss the thought, but Erica dangles what she calls a magic talisman before him, claiming that he’d be a woman when he awakens the
following morning. To his surprise, his new body is smoking hot, sensitive to the touch, and is craving sexual release. For Josh, futa on male gender transformation proves to be an enticing
predicament.
In the first Chapter of Futa World, Futa World: Origins, a beautiful genetic researcher on a quest to solve the riddle of female sexual arousal accidentally stumbles on a formula that
transforms women into extremely well-endowed phallic women! Even after testing it on herself, she didn't fully realize the side-effects before over a hundred coeds on her University Campus
were injected with the potent mutagen! Carrie Morris was a buxom young college student with two gorgeous but annoying roommates, roommates who have decided to earn a bit of extra cash
participating in Sheila Bennet's drug trial. Things are about to get intense, but luckily Carrie has a sweet best friend to comfort her. Can Carrie handle the changes about to spread
through campus? Will she be able to hang on to her boyfriend, the star quarterback and Big Man on Campus? Will she even want to? Relationships begin and end as a swarm of horny, hung women
take the campus by storm, climaxing with an explosively sensual futanari encounter in the park!
Futanari Gender Transformation Bundle This magically trans-formative collection brings together four sexy Futanari stories from the Futa-Totem series. Included are: Freaky Futa: Sonia's
reading habits make a dramatic change when she meets the new, and very sexy, librarian. Once alone together in a back room, Sonia gives their encounter a little extra spice: the Futa-Totem.
Once it is eased into a special place, the enjoyable festivities then take on a magical trans-formation! Futa Rama: Shelly fully expected a long and boring drive on a trip to go visit her
family. But nearly running over sexy Zoey presents a sensual opportunity she does not intend to pass up. Especially with a Futa-Totem in her luggage. Once it is gently eased into a special
place, the women's little roadside encounter becomes a magnificent and trans-formative event! Have Futa, Will Travel: Brandi loves to explore new places, new things, and especially, new
experiences. When she lands in Thailand, she knows finding a girl immediately will begin her trip just right. And once the Futa-Totem she has is eased into a special place, a magical
transformation gets the real fun started. Her Big Surprise: Marla broke up with her long time girlfriend and just wanted to start fresh again. Immediately! So when a delivery woman shows up
at her door, Marla not only has a wonderful idea, but a magic Futa-Totem to go with it. Once the totem is eased into a certain place it makes this trans-formative experience even more
special for the both of them! Futa on Female. For adults only.
Female to Futa Transformation, Futanari on Male, Science Fiction Erotica! Young Science Officer Margaret Johnson hoped she'd discovered a brand new alien civilization when her ship
encountered the mysterious alien probe. After throwing caution to the wind and touching it however, the whole human crew was rocked with overpowering lust and Lieutenant Johnson's very body
was altered in astonishing ways! Join the crew of the Padrillo as they experience some hot and heavy, futanari-themed lust while travelling into Deep Space!
Swapped and Popped by My Futanari BFF
Elfed In New York: Intern
Futa World 5: Melinda's New Recruit
A Futanari Gangbang
Lord Heartless
A Saucy Futanari Erotic Fiction
Follow the intrepid archaeologist Alexys Sans as she searches an ancient temple in Peru, discovers a thousand year old homicide, rescues a goddess, and is rewarded with her own godhood - becoming a
futanari goddess herself. Of course, this sort of adventure comes with its own set of hazards and learning curves. This bundle captures the first six chapters of Alexys' story all in one exciting collection!
Included in this bundle - the first six parts of the Blue Futanari Series - Supplicant, Transformation, Neophyte, Animus, Illusion, and Fray (the ultimate cliffhanger). **Warning - this book contains
sexually explicit material including, futanari sex, futanari transformation, lesbian sex, gender-swapping, supernatural, multi-partner sex, and more. Not suitable for those that don't enjoy erotic, explicit
material.
Futanari on Female Erotica! Stacy had never really thought much about futa girls. Sure she'd heard of them, and even sympathized when people called them freaks of nature. As far as going out with
one, though? The thought had never crossed her mind. That is, it didn't until her friend and neighbor across the hall, Monica revealed the secret of her gender to her. The fact that her beautiful friend
had something extra shocked her at first, but as time went by, her curiosity grew. She tried to deny her feelings, but one fateful evening, she could no longer protest what she felt inside. Luckily her sexy
neighbor Monica felt the same way! A short sweet little tale of futanari on female lust and romance ending in a torrid scene of passion finally realized. (WARNING! Huge Sizes Ahead!)
Twenty year-old Darlene’s visit to the museum changes her in a way she never expected but what will the effect be on her room-mate with benefits relationship? Will David welcome this transformation
or will their recently deepened relationship end? Darlene’s about to find out just how deep their love really goes! If you adore hot, steamy, totally freaky stories of dirty sex, you'll love The Story of a Futa
Girl series! erotica, erotic short stories, shemale, futa stories, gay erotica, erotic fiction, LGBT erotica, transgender erotica, gender transformation, gender bender, gender erotica, futanari, she-male
erotica
TWELVE wild, sinful, and creamy futa stories gathered in one massive bundle for your enjoyment!The wicked futas of the Aphrodite Sisterhood love nothing more than seducing sexy women! Passion,
lust, and throbbing surprises lurk beneath the futa's skirts. These twelve stories burn so hot, they'll melt your eReader with futa desire! Kinky, hot futa sex fills these pages! You will not be disappointed
as the futa witches use their naughty magic!These stories contain: futa-on-female, futa-on-futa, oral, anal, transformation, hot wives, naughty cuckolding, sinful delights, nuns, gender swap, public fun,
menage, seduction, creamy treat, adult nursing, sultry massages, DP, creampie, exhibitionism, voyeurism, first time, college, and group fun! The naughty futas' stories are not for the faint of heart.This
bundle contains the following stories:Massaged by the Futa (Futanari Coach 1)Coaching the Team (Futanari Coach 2)The Team's Futa Reward (Futanari Coach 3)Hot Live Futa Show (The Bent Gender
1)Gender-Bending Concert (The Bent Gender 2)Futa Rock Star Interview (The Bent Gender 3)Seducing the Church Wife (Naughty Futa Preacher 1)Good Wife Seduction (Naughty Futa Preacher
2)Wedding Day Delight (Naughty Futa Preacher 3)Creamy Faith (Creamy Sinful Convent 1)Futa Creamy Delight (Creamy Sinful Convent 2)Innocent Creamy Treat (Creamy Sinful Convent 3)Twelve
stories of the Aphrodite Sisterhood Universe!
Alexys Sans, exhausted but in a rare state of bliss, begins to understand Txao's gift and the change begins. But change isn't always bad, especially when it involves aspects of a world she never thought
existed.
In Her Body
The Aphrodite Sisterhood Universe Collection 1
Freaky Futa
Solon's Maiden
Futa Totem Collection #1
Demon Girls Love Futas, Too! (Episode 1)
To help Claude understand the feminine sexual urges of a bottom, Janell brings to him a peculiar pair of panties and convinces him to put them on. As it was explained to Janell, the wearer
of these magic panties will have strong and feminine sexual urges brought to the surface. Claude trusts Janell and agrees to put them on in order to temporarily feel what the hype of being
a submissive bottom is all about. However, both Claude and Janell are unaware that these panties have a magically potent side effect, transforming the wearer into a futanari who craves a
dominant top. Claude’s futa transformation has him overwhelmed by the hormonal urges of an eager submissive. Finding a suitable mate becomes his only priority.
Futa Fun 2: Deep Space
Futa on Male Gender Transformation Bundle
Futa World 2: Chaos on Campus
Futanari Meets the Parents
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